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Introduction 
 
Social media platforms have been lauded for enabling and organizing social movements 
both online and offline. Yet in contrast to these hopeful imaginaries are authoritative 
efforts to surveil and control social media activity at scale and in near-real time using 
advanced techniques from data science (Tufekci, 2017). This has manifested for 
instance in recent government-funded research to predict US protests following the 
election of President Trump in 2016 (Renaud et al., 2018). This work is part of an 
emerging computer science research field focused on online “civil unrest prediction” 
dedicated to forecasting protests across the globe (e.g. Indonesia, Brazil, UK, 
Venezuela and Australia). Researchers often draw upon established data science 
techniques such as event detection and prediction, but also approaches specifically 
tailored towards surveilling social movements are conceived. Besides furthering the 
academic knowledge-base on civil unrest and protests, the works in this field envision to 
support a variety of stakeholders with different interests: Governments, the military and 
law enforcement driven by securitization, techno-optimistic promises of efficiency and 
possibilities for pro-active/preemptive security interventions (Hälterlein & Ostermeier, 
2018; Vogel et al., 2016); Industries driven by economic interests to anticipate labor 
organizing and other disruptions, e.g. to avoid delays across supply chains or to 
develop new insurance products; Human rights organizations interested in making 
offline protests across the globe more visible to broader publics and/or to detect/predict 
human rights abuses connected to them while understaffed. 
 
The variety of, also conflicting, interests vested in this research, data and technology 
across different sectors highlights complex tensions and a malleability of the 
technology. This paper is part of ongoing work concerned with mapping the recent 
history of civil unrest prediction on social media platforms as well as an analysis of 
associated technologies, discourses and power relations. This analysis is based on 



 

 

documents (Bowen, 2009) composed of scholarly literature and other public online 
artifacts or materials discussing/detailing applications for companies, governments or 
other actors. Since in this area few details are known about technologies and their uses, 
e.g. due to company and government secrets, I hope this work can give interesting new 
perspectives through analyzing publicly available research papers, which in some cases 
have also been a basis for the founding of spin-off companies. I think this work is 
potentially valuable to activists and could contribute to a needed public debate on the 
role of protest surveillance in democratic societies. 
 
My research approach is grounded in Situational Analysis (Clarke et al., 2017) as I 
study networks of positions, discourses, technologies, institutions and other actors 
which situate, construct and stabilize civil unrest prediction practices. The approach 
further involves coding, theme extraction, mapping and Critical Discourse Analysis 
(Hoffmann et al., 2018; Mullet, 2018). 
 
Discussion 
 
These recent trends in protest social media surveillance are not new and can be 
considered a continuation of long-standing risk assessment efforts to anticipate 
disruption and unrest. Several research efforts and products that target protests in 
countries with emerging and developing economies can also be understood as building 
upon long histories of scientific experimentation and surveillance on marginal 
populations and colonialism (Murphy, 2017). The technological approaches of research 
I investigated varied in terms of machine learning methods, types of targeted events, 
accuracy and forecasting timeframes (from several hours to days, and in some cases 
weeks). In alignment with the underlying big data ideology, some prediction systems 
employed a great variety of different data sources. Early examples of online protest 
prediction research were based on blog posts to study e.g. “Muslim reaction” (Colbaugh 
& Glass, 2010, p. 40) and predict “successful mobilization and protest events [..] that 
became large and self-sustaining”. Contemporary research on online social data was 
focused more on platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook and Tumbler. 
 
Social media users were framed by some researchers as mechanistic public data 
generators from which valuable information could be extracted for certain means, e.g. 
referring to the practice as reading “public and accessible [..] open source data” 
(Agarwal, 2017, p. 2) from “human-sensors” (p. 2) to acquire information on the offline 
world. This view both dehumanizes users and activists framed as sensors and aims to 
justify research on the basis of data being publicly available, which is problematic 
stance (Boyd & Crawford, 2012). Perspectives of protestors were often not considered 
or discussed by researchers, instead protests were often framed as risks to be 
controlled or anticipated. Most researchers and companies framed protests or labor 
strikes as sources of disruptions to be diverted for security and economic reasons, 
which is certainly a controversial and problematic position because of the central and 
protected role of protests in democracies. One company for instance referred to their 
system as a “shitstorm insurance” (DIA Insurtechs, 2018), thereby concerningly framing 
those who voice grievances as a “shitstorm”. If protests lose power for disrupting daily 
life and generating attention, then their purpose may be defeated or at last challenged.  
In turn the goal of generally reducing “disruptiveness” shared by some in this line of 



 

 

research and product development, can be considered as authoritative and problematic 
in the context of democratic participation. Furthermore, technologies anticipating the 
forming of social movements and/or detecting planning activates online, may matter 
significantly to information campaigns aimed at “drowning critical posts in a sea of other 
topics” (Tufekci, 2017, p. 237) to undermine reach and organizing. Still, prediction in this 
context is a highly ambiguous task which in turn also creates possibilities to evade this 
algorithmic gaze. 	
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